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Plaster, tinted overall with a pale terracotta colour 
55cm high (21 3/4”) 

Jean-Baptiste Pigalle 

Related work 

■ Plaster, collection Maître Robert Fontana (successor of Maître Jean-Louis Bro), Paris, 1950s 
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The Artist 

Pigalle studied under Jean-Baptiste Lemoyne (the favorite sculptor of King Louis XV who also trained the 
greatest sculptors of the time, Falconet, Caffieri, and Pajou) before spending three years in Rome. Upon his 
return to Paris he began to receive official commissions and he was received as full member of the 
Académie Royale in 1744. Pigalle’s most ambitious and widely admired work, the funerary monument to 
Maurice, Maréchal de Saxe (marble and bronze; Strasbourg, St Thomas), was commissioned in 1753. 

Unlike Jean-Baptiste Lemoyne, his colleagues Caffieri, Pajou, or later Houdon, Pigalle sculpted few portrait 
busts, but they are remarkable for their naturalness and delicacy of technique. Only two examples 
correspond to official commissions, the plaster bust of the King exhibited at the 1751 Salon, and the marble 
bust of Madame de Pompadour. Pigalle’s other busts are “bustes d’amitié.” Mostly male, his models were not 
the official figures, powerful aristocrats, and celebrated personalities typically seen in portrait busts of the 
period. Instead, they were enlightened members of the bourgeoisie who belonged to the sculptor’s close 
circle of friends. All of his busts possess the same truthfulness found in his famous statue of Voltaire 
(Louvre), and in each case their naturalism seems to capture the mystery of individuality. Diderot, who knew 
Pigalle well and shared his aesthetic views, stated: “Portraiture is so difficult that Pigalle has told me he is 
always tempted to abandon each bust he has started. In effect, life, character, and physiognomy reside 
particularly in the face.”  1

  

A portrait of friendship 

Jean-Louis Bro (1734-1813) was a native of Courpierre in the central French province of Auvergne. He 
worked as a notary lawyer in Paris from 1766 to 1806. Lawyer in Parliament, counsel to the King, and notary 
to the Châtelet of Paris, by the end of his career he had become an honorary dean of the notaries of Paris. 
His prestigious clientele included great aristocratic families and notables of the kingdom, such as the Prince 
de Condé, the Duc de Bourbon, members of the Rohan, Luynes, Noailles, Polignac and Soubise families . 2

Bro’s practice was first located on the rue de Condé and then on the rue du Petit Bourbon near the church 
of Saint-Sulpice in the neighbourhood of the Luxembourg palace. At the time of Bro’s second marriage in 
1767, the most important members of the court of Louis XV were in attendance . His practice owed its 3

success primarily to his involvement in the management of loans of the states of Burgundy. His son Louis, 
born in 1781, joined his wife’s name to his own and was later to be known as Général Louis Bro de 
Comères . 4

 Diderot, Œuvres esthétiques, Paris, 1959, p. 8391

 Archives Nationales, Minutier Central, étude XLIV, liasse 734 2

 A.N., M.C., étude LVIII, liasse 4233

 Bro de Comères, Henry, Mémoires du général Bro, 1796–1844, recueillis, complétés et publiés par son petit- fils, le baron Henry Bro de 4

Comères, Paris, 1914



Jean-Louis Bro is mentioned in Pigalle’s marriage contract dated 17 January 1771. Bro, who remained the 
sculptor’s regular appointed notary and business advisor up until Pigalle’s death, was also named in his will  
as testamentary executor (as a token of gratitude to Bro for serving as executor, Pigalle gave him the lavish 
gift of a diamond) .  5

The will of Jean-Louis Bro was drafted on 12 April 1809, and the posthumous inventory of his estate was 
completed at his residence on 21 December 1813. These documents do not mention the bust of Bro by 
Pigalle (posthumous inventories of the period rarely included family portraits, only listing them sometimes 
for the sake of memory and without valuation) but they show that Bro owned several sculptures by Pigalle, 
including “on the mezzanine in the little room overlooking the street, the bust of Voltaire in bronze, by  
Pigalle, placed upon a white marble pedestal (...) two seated children, one holding a cage, works by Pigalle 
that are in plaster with a bronze patina, each one on a wooden base and in a case with five panels of white 
glass. (...) On the second floor in the salon, The Education of Love, a group in terracotta (...), a terracotta 
work on a wooden base and with a round glass case (...) In a small cabinet a Seated Man that is a study in 
terracotta (...), a work in a case with five white glass panels.”  6

  
The bust of Jean-Louis Bro was discovered in 1914 by Ernest Coyecque . Ordered by the Committee of Paris 7

Inscriptions to identify Pigalle’s last residence, Coyecque was led in his archival research to contact Maître 
Robert Fontana, a notary lawyer installed on the rue Royale in Paris, and the professional successor of Bro. 
In addition to notarial acts drafted by Bro for Pigalle, Fontana revealed the existence of a plaster bust kept 
in his offices and which tradition held to be the bust of Bro by Pigalle. Described by Coyecque in his article 
published in the Bulletin de la Société d’Histoire de Paris, the bust possesses all the characteristics of 
Pigalle’s work, and its attribution was confirmed by Réau, who reproduced it in his 1950 monograph. Today 
the bust is still located in the offices of Fontana. Notary law practices in France are transmitted within 
families by inheritance, and between Bro and the Fontana family, who took over the practice in 1857, there 
were only three successors. The special attention to conserving records within this milieu, as well as the fact 
that clients but also furniture and art works are passed along to successors, means that today in the 
Fontana offices are still found all of the painted or sculpted portraits of notaries who succeeded Bro.  

Unknown until recently, the present version of the Bro bust only differs from the Fontana example in the 
form of its pedestal. In these two identical busts Pigalle represented his lawyer in professional attire of a 
notary of the Châtelet, or royal notary, along with the requisite wig. Since ecclesiastics filled the notarial 
profession during the Middle Ages, the dress of notaries and lawyers resembled that of church officials up 
until the Revolution. Interested above all in capturing the physiognomic and psychological truth of his sitter, 
Pigalle did not concentrate on the decorative effect of the clothing but treated it with sobriety and a great 
economy of means. The bust is limited to the essential, only the two-flapped jabot worn by men of the law 
and clergymen, and the suggestion of gathered drapery folds at the top of the shoulders allow the viewer to 
identify the profession of the sitter. The work is a fine illustration of the masterful subtlety that Pigalle 
achieved in his art.  

 Rocheblave, 1919, p. 1505

 A.N., M.C., étude XCII, liasse 1066

 see litt, E, Coyecque, 1914, pp. 36–497



The French National Archives include a carte de sûreté (an old version of the identification card) that was 
issued by the département de la Seine on 11 germinal of the year IV (31 March 1796). It gives a precise 
description of Bro as he appeared at age 62: “Gray hair and eyebrows, high forehead, average nose, blue 
eyes, average mouth, round chin, oval face, height of five feet two inches.” Pigalle seems to have executed 
the bust when Bro was younger, perhaps at the age of 35 or 40. The expression that Pigalle gave to Jean-
Louis Bro is a nuanced expression that appears to show the suspended moment between several feelings.  
With finishing touches that are almost imperceptible in their lightness and number, the slightly tinted 
plaster gives a feeling of life and truth to the skin.  

Among Pigalle’s modest production of portrait busts, approximately fourteen have been located. While 
Rocheblave knew of little more than ten in 1919, others were discovered afterwards, particularly by Louis 
Réau. Pigalle did not always sign his works, so it is rare to find a signature on his busts.  

Busts such as those of Thomas-Aignan Desfriches and his black servant Paul (both terracotta, c. 1760; 
Orléans, Musée des Beaux-Arts), Major Georges-Martin Guérin (bronze, 1775–80; Paris, Louvre), Denis Diderot 
(bronze, 1777; Paris, Louvre), Jean-Rodolphe Perronet (bronze, 1785; London, V&A) and the two versions of 
his late self-portrait (plaster, before 1776, Strasbourg, St Thomas; terracotta, c. 1780, Paris, Louvre), with 
their extraordinary attention to character and their refinement of execution, put Pigalle among the 
foremost portrait sculptors of 18th-century France. 

Jean-Rodolphe Perronet by J-B Pigalle, bronze, Victoria & 
Albert Museum, London


